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Inspire

Challenge Succeed
3rd October 2014

Dear Parents/Carers,

CONGRATULATIONS!
I would like to say a big ‘well done’ to all of our pupils who took part in the Library Summer
Reading Challenge. All names of participating children were put into a prize draw for a book
token in Oak, Ash, Lime and Horse Chestnut classes. The winners were:
Oak Class: Otto
Ash Class: Leo
Lime Class: Christopher
Horse Chestnut Class: Sophie Wigg
PANTOMIME
The closing date for payments for the pantomime is today however we will extend this to
Monday 6th October. If you are experiencing any difficulties with the voluntary contribution,
please do get in touch. We do need to finalise the numbers of seats required with the
Theatre Royal by Wednesday at the latest.
ABSENCE
Just a reminder that when leaving a message about your child’s absence, we do need to
know specifically what the nature of the illness is for our records.
Dates to remember:
6 October – Parents Evening Lists go up
7th October Parent Group Coffee Morning – school hall 9am to discuss the forthcoming Barn
Dance and future events.
8th October – Acorn and Oak classes walk around the village (letters in bookbags)
8th October – Seed To Tree Acorn Planting event Oak Class pm (letters in bookbags)
10th October – Harvest Celebration: 2.30pm School Hall followed by a foodie feast. Everyone
welcome!
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NATIONAL POETRY DAY
We had a wonderful poetry day on Wednesday with all classes learning a poem and then
using this as a starting point for their own poems. At the end of the day we all came
together in the hall and each class took it in turns to recite their poems to each other. We
will be displaying a selection of poems from each class in the corridor next week.
SILVER BOOK ASSEMBLY
As you are aware, this year we have revised the format and rationale for our Silver Book
Assemblies. Two children are selected at random from each class and asked to choose a
piece of work or achievement that they are most proud of which they will share in the
assembly with the rest of the school and their parents.
It was wonderful to see the variety of things that the children chose and to hear why they
were so proud of their achievements!

Kind Regards,

Clare Lamb
Headteacher
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